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BSA Sea Base Presentation—High Adventure Trip
The options are listed here.

One of Sea Bases sailing ships.

At our Troop meeting on
January 15th Mr. Vittori presented information on one of
the high adventure bases
offered by the BSA.
The Florida National High
Adventure Sea Base is
owned and operated by the
National Council of the Boy
Scouts of America.
The base offers eleven different adventures or trips
from three different locations. We will need to
decide which one to select.

Sea base Adventures:
 Bahamas’ Tall Ship
 Bahamas’ Adventure
 Out Island Adventure
 Sea Exploring
 Coral Reef Sailing
 Florida Fishing
 Scuba Certification
 Scuba Adventure
 Scuba Live Aboard
 Florida Keys Program
 Dive Master
Some of the adventures require passports since they
are out of the country and
others require special training to use scuba equipment.

on the number of scouts.
Finally the scouts who can
attend will depend the bases
age requirement. The scouts
need to be age 14 by September 1st of the trips year.
We have a lot of decisions
to make but we have to start
planning now to make a reservation. Your first step is to
let Mr. Vittori know if you
are interested in joining the
crew and if you would like to
travel to the base during our
April 2011 school vacation.
More information can be
found at
www.bsaseabase.org

We also have to decide how
many groups called crews
will be going. Different adventures have different limits

ways to protect your teeth.
Nobody likes to visit the dentist to have a cavity filled!
Prevention is the best way to
keep your
teeth cavity
free. Brush
your teeth
for two minutes with a



KLONDIKE DERBY
JANUARY 23, 2010



COUNCIL WINTER CAMP
FEBRUARY 12-15 2010



TROOP SKI TRIP
FEBRUARY 26-28 1020



SHOOTING CAMPOUT AT
STRANG MARCH 12-14



ROCK CLIMBING AT DEER
LAKE APRIL 23-25




SEA BASE TRIP
APRIL 2011??
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Brush Much??? Protect your teeth.
Did the title of this article get
your attention? Well it
should. As one of the requirements for the Dentistry
merit badge I have listed
several ideas on the proper
care for your teeth. Sure we
all know how to brush, but it
is always a good idea to
have a refresher on some of
the dentist recommended
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cavity preventive tooth paste
and use a fluoride rinse after
every meal. Flossing is also important to not only remove food
particles from between your
teeth but also helps prevent gum
disease. Remember good eating habits are also a good way
to keep your teeth clean and
healthy!
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